EVENT SOLUTIONS

POWERED FLYING WINCHES

Captive Winch S30
Stylish and compact design
Touring versatility

Each single component is chosen and designed to be maintenancefree. It is fully equipped with all safety devices, including drum side
brakes. It is so compact it perfectly matches the dimensions of a
regular square truss size 30 and it can be installed within a size 40. It
is so versatile it can be mounted in any position and orientation with
the same ease.
It is the Captive Winch, designed for heavy-duty touring.
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Captive Winch S30

HIGH SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

Captive Winch S30 is a point hoist specially designed for touring applications.
Built within a sturdy aluminum frame matching a standard square truss size
30, it consists of a winding unit and of an internal sheave which slides as the
drum rotates and diverting the rope to an incorporated header sheave in a
zero fleet angle configuration.

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION
The extremely compact design and the available accessories, make possible to install
the Captive Winch S30 in many different configurations.
In any orientation Thanks to the incorporated zero fleet angle technology, Captive
Winch S30 can be mounted in any orientation.
Externally to a truss By using common aluminum clamps, it can be installed directly to
a standard truss, size 30. With simple adapting plates, it can be anchored to any other
truss or structure.
Within a truss Its dimensions are so small that is can even fit within a standard square
truss size 40.
With alternative rope diversion The winch comes with a standard header sheave
diverting the rope by 90°. Should there be the need to divert the rope to any other
angle, a set of additional diverting blocks can be provided, including fixed and pivoting
solutions.
Configuration example:

Captive Winch S30 - 3 kW power - FEM / ISO class: 2m / M5
WLL 250 kg at 1.04 m/s - 2 m/s2 maximum acceleration
20 m travel - 1xØ6 mm, compacted non-rotating steed wire rope
External dimensions: 1650 x 300 x 300 mm - 160 kg dead load

Captive Winch S30 is developed and manufactured according
to the European standards and the international guidelines
for stage engineering and (DIN 56950, FEM 9.756,
CWA15902, etc…).
High safety factors Faults are excluded by applying a
minimum dynamic safety factor against yield of 6 for all
components and 4 for the frame. Wire ropes have a dynamic
safety factor greater than 10.
High reliability Each single component of the Captive Winch
S30 is chosen and designed to perform a working life of 1600
hours at full load and full speed, without need to be
replaced.
Double-braking Captive Winch S30 is equipped with two
independent braking units, each able to safely stop the load.
Load side brake One of the two braking units is installed in
the drum side, opposite to the gearbox. This configuration
gives the maximum level of safety.
Double limit switches Movement of the load is limited by
means of two travel switches. Two over-travel switches, with
separate and redundant circuits, stop the winch in the event
of a failure of the first switches.
Encoders Speed and position are measured by incremental
and absolute encoders.
Load sensor The applied load is continuously monitored by
a precise load cell, ensuring immediate overload and
underload detection and reducing the probability of
accidents.
Keeper roller The rope is kept in its intended groove in the
drum by means of a spring-loaded keeper roller.
Cross-groove detection Two microswitches, activated by
the keeper roller, inhibits upward motion should the wire
rope come out of its groove.
Slack rope detector Slack condition of the wire rope is
detected by a slack rope detector, usually installed remote
from the winch.
Low maintenance Almost all components are lubricated for
life or are self-lubricating, with the only exception of the ball
screw which require minimal oiling. The high reliability of the
components ensures low-maintenance and no need for
replacements.
Cover Captive Winch S30 can be provided with cover
elements specially designed to fit the specific installation.

CONTROL OPTIONS
Captive Winch S30 can be used with any control system
suitable for high speed hoists.
SIL3 / PLe ready All devices provided with the winch are
suited for use in safety-related applications up to SIL3
according to EN 61508 or PLe to EN ISO 13849.
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